
Location and surrounding area where a crime has occurred•
The focus point of an investigation, as it is the primary source of information•
The place where comparison is obtained•

The Crime Scene

Physical location (indoors, outside, car, etc.)•
Primary (where the offence occurred) or secondary (evidence found that is 
linked to the primary scene, e.g. getaway car, body dump

•

Size of the area•
Crime committed. Type of information collected varies depending on the 
type of crime committed

•

Defined by

When two objects come into contact with each other, an exchange of 
matter occurs

•

Because of this, control sampled are taken from those attending the scene in 
case of contamination

•

Transfer depends on pressure and length of contact, the number of 
contacts, ease of transfer (what each material actually is), form, and area of 
items in contact

•

Locard's Exchange Principle

Evidence
The information given in court to support a fact or proposition

Physical, i.e. anything found at the crime scene, on victim or in suspect's 
possession

•

Trace, i.e. microscopic physical evidence that is small but measurable, 
including fingerprints, DNA, hair follicles, etc.

•

Testimonial, i.e. witness statements to police and in courts. The most 
common form of evidence in assault and rape cases

•

Three types

Firsthand observations, including eyewitness accounts, dashboard video, 
cameras (security, phone, etc.), confessions

•
Direct Evidence

Indirect evidence, used to imply or support facts. May link suspect to crime 
scene

•

Physical - impressions, fibres, weapons, bullets, shell casings•
Biological - body fluids, hair, plant parts, natural fibres•
Can be planted to frame someone•

Circumstantial Evidence

Establishes the identity of the victim or suspect○

Establishes a link between the scene and people or objects○

Provides leads for further investigation○

Focuses investigation (more productive time use)○

Corroborates other evidence, such as witness statements○

Therefore, evidence is essential information generated from a crime scene, as it:

Evidence allows for the reconstruction of events, and for the acceptance or 
dismissal of proposed events.

Uniformed officers. Typically the first at the crime scene1.
Detective. The driving investigator, first called by uniformed officer, and will 
then call the relevant forensics

2.

Scene ofb Crime Officer (SOCO). Attends and processes a crime scene. Highly 
trained. Collects evidence, documents collection, directs samples, provides 
statements

3.

Forensic scientist. Receive and analyse evidence to provide expert testimony 
in court. Rarely attends crime scene (except forensic pathologist)

4.

Crime Scene Roles

Includes identifying, collecting, and preserving evidence for later analysis•
Destructive process. Must adhere to guidelines to minimise destruction•
Documentation is very important. Includes what the object is, where, when 
and how it was found, and who found/collected it. Chain of custody 
document tracks the movement of evidence from collection to court. Often 
used by defence lawyers to discredit forensic evidence

•

Processing the Crime Scene

Initial actions determine success of investigation•
Any disturbances cannot be reversed•
Secures the crime scene against further disturbance. Process includes 
determining safety (getting medical attention for victims), detaining 
individuals involved, and identifying the area to be secured, which must be 
cordoned off

•

First officer at the scene

Larger area at first is better, because it can always be decreased•
Record status and details before evidence is collected•

Hot zone - centre of activity. Police only after area is evacuated○

Warm zone - police stations, ambulance, other services needed. Food 
and water will be here

○

Cool zone - police keeping public and media from entering the warm 
zone

○

Restrict public and media•

Securing the crime scene

Walkthrough of scene, including initial reconstruction of events•
Note evidence, points of entry/exit•
Access call out needs•

Crime scene survey

Detailed notes of all actions with time, name and date•
Videotaping/photography (need timestamp, objects and scale)•
Sketching of scene how it is found•

Crime scene documentation

Systematic strategies with different patterns, including spiral, strip, grid, and 
quadrant

•

Accompanied by collection of physical evidence•

Searching the crime scene

Crime Scene Theory
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